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Elaine,I saw this posting on alt.jfk.conspiracy newsgroup. It could be fake and nothing, but I wanted you to see 

it anyway.DebraIn article <whamonic.46.316BC65A@julian.uwo.ca>, whamonic@julian.uwo.ca wrote:> I need 

some help here. Here's the facts. My uncle was present near the Texas > Book Depository on the day of the 

shooting and was filming. At the time of the > shooting he had his camera trained on the crowd and the 

general environs. > As the shots rang out he fell to the ground and then quickly left the scene. > For a whole 

month, he wouldn't look at the film after he had it developed. > Eventually, he invited my dad over to view the 

film and they both appeared > visibly shaken. My aunt thought that he was just upset over the loss of the > 

President. A year later both my dad and my uncle died in a car accident in > Northern California but a week 

before his death my uncle had my aunt promise > that she keep secret what was on the film. Further, a month 

before my dad > died he told my mom that what was on the film should never get out or there > might be hell 

to pay. The film was put in a safety deposit box and there it > remained until last month when my aunt passed 

away and I was willed the film. > I haven't looked at the film and I just don't know what to do. Should I give > 

the film to the FBI, the CIA, the President? My aunt never looked at it as > she somehow linked the viewing of 

the film to my uncle's death which was just > a paranoid delusion. Any ideas?. Maybe I should just burn the 

film and forget > all about it.From Debra ConwayYOU SHOULD RUN, NOT WALK, TO THE ASSASSINATION 

RECORDS REVIEW BOARD Call: (David Marwell) 1-202-724-0457 AND GIVE A COPY THE FILM TO THEM. KEEP 

THE ORIGINAL FOR YOURSELF. REPEAT, DO NOT GIVE ANYONE THE ORIGINAL!!!Then, get a lawyer.I am 

forwarding this message to the review board by email.D. Conway-- ****JFK Lancer Productions & 

Publications**** Assassination Chronicles NewsmagazineJFK Lancer Resource Mail Order"Supporting the 

research community, educating a new generation."Please visit our web site, 

http://server.snni.com/~jfklancr/Attend the "November in Dallas" Conference Nov. 21-23
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